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Profile of Man and Culture in Mexico, originally written in 1934, is addressed to the author’s compatriots, but it speaks to
people, wherever they are, who are interested in enriching their own lives and in elevating the cultural level of their
countries. And it speaks with a peculiar timeliness to citizens of the United States who would understand their neighbors
to the south. Samuel Ramos’s avowed purpose is to assist in the spiritual reform of Mexico by developing a theory that
might explain the real character of Mexican culture. His approach is not flattering to his fellow citizens. After an analysis
of the historical forces that have molded the national psychology, Ramos concludes that the Mexican sense of inferiority
is the basis for most of the Mexican’s spiritual troubles and for the shortcomings of the Mexican culture. Ramos
subscribes to neither of the two major opposing schools of thought as to what norms should direct the development of
Mexican culture. He agrees neither with the nationalists, who urge a deliberate search for originality and isolation from
universal culture, nor with the “Europeanizers,” who advocate abandonment of the life around them and a withdrawal
into the modes of foreign cultures. Ramos thinks that Mexico’s hope lies in a respect for the good in native elements and
a careful selection of those foreign elements that are appropriate to Mexican life. Such a sensible choice of foreign
elements will result not in imitation, but in assimilation. Combined with the nurturing of desirable native elements, it will
result in an independent cultural unit, “a new branch grafted onto world culture.” Ramos finds in Mexico no lack of
intelligence or vitality: “It needs only to learn.” And he believes that the future is Mexico’s, that favorable destinies await
a Mexico striving for the elevation of humanity, for the betterment of life, for the development of all the national capacities.
El laberinto de la soledad
Based on more than a half century of research, Dr. Grof distills teachings from ancient wisdom and modern science that
suggest how to face the process of death and dying. He proposes that those who come to terms with death through
intense self-exploration tend to develop a reverence for life, in all its forms. Based on his own patients' experiences of
death and rebirth in psychedelic-assisted therapy, he investigates cross-cultural beliefs about death, paranormal and
near-death-experience research, and LSD therapy with advanced-stage cancer patients. The ultimate journey challenges
us all, and how we approach death is much more than a major personal issue. Those who come to terms with death in
deep experiential self-exploration tend to develop a sense of planetary citizenship, reverence for life in all its forms, and
spirituality of a universal and all-encompassing nature. Such radical inner transformation might be humanity's only real
chance for survival.The Ultimate Journey describes ancient and aboriginal ritual and spiritual practices that help us
understand the experience of death, develop effective ways of making dying easier and integrate it as a meaningful part
of life. This book also summarizes modern studies that shed new light on a variety of phenomena related to death and
dying, including psycho-spiritual death and rebirth, near-death experiences, and the new expanded cartography of the
psyche that has emerged from Grof's fifty years of research of psychedelic therapy, Holotropic Breathwork, and
spontaneous psychospiritual crisis.Grof writes that our modern industrial civilization typically gives more attention to the
wardrobe, makeup, and even plastic surgery for the corpse than to counseling dying individuals and their families. This is
in marked contrast to pre-industrial societies for whom death and dying were paramount in their worldviews and
important inspiration for much of their art and architecture. For example, the shamans of many cultures-going back at
least thirty thousand years, began their careers with a spontaneous or induced experience of death and rebirth. They
explored, firsthand, territories of the psyche that transcend the boundaries of individual consciousness. Similarly, in the
rites of passage, initiates were guided into non-ordinary or Holotropic ("moving toward wholeness") states of
consciousness and had a direct experience of numinous realities that transcend biological death. In the ancient
mysteries, neophytes participated in various mind-expanding processes or "technologies of the sacred" to move beyond
individual consciousness and experience directly and firsthand the higher transpersonal dimensions of existence.
A respected Mexican businessman finds his idyllic life crumbling in the face of his wife's infidelity with a corrupt director of
national security, his brother-in-law's worship of a child preacher and his mistress' break with reality. By the acclaimed
author of Terra Nostra. 10,000 first printing.
[In this book, the author's] analysis of the effects and causes of capitalist underdevelopment in Latin America present [an]
account of ... Latin American history. [The author] shows how foreign companies reaped huge profits through their
operations in Latin America. He explains the politics of the Latin American bourgeoisies and their subservience to foreign
powers, and how they interacted to create increasingly unequal capitalist societies in Latin America.-Back cover.
This book, Paz’s first book-length essay, is the most famous of his works and a modern classic. Published in Spanish in
1950, it is undoubtedly the most influential work that exists on problems of Mexican cultural identity. In this critical edition,
Stanton introduces the work, explores the historical circumstances in which it was written, its textual genesis, sequels
and its influence. He analyzes key elements of the essay, such as the structure, methodology, use of Freud, Jung, Marx,
Nietzsche and the way it relates culture to history. This book contains questions and themes for discussion and a select
bibliography.
Examines Mexican character and culture, pre-Columbian societies, and relations between Mexico and the United States
In its front-page review of Alternating Current, The New York Times Book Review called Octavio Paz “an intellectual
literary one-man band” for his ability to write incisively and with dazzling originality about a wide range of subjects. This
collection of his essays is divided into three parts. Part 1 sets forth his credo as an artist and poet, steeped in his
knowledge of world literature and Mexican art and history and buttressed by readings of writers from Mexican poet Luis
Cernuda to D. H. Lawrence, Malcolm Lowry, André Breton, and Carlos Fuentes. Part 2 deals with themes such as
Western individualism versus plurality and flux in Eastern philosophy, atheism versus belief, nihilism, liberated man, and
versions of paradise. In Part 3, Paz writes of politics and ethics in essays on revolt and revolution, existentialism,
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Marxism, the third world, and the new face of Latin America. A scintillating thinker and a prescient voice on emerging
world culture, Paz reveals himself here as “a man of electrical passions, paradoxical visions, alternating currents of
thoughts, and feeling that runs hot but never cold” (Christian Science Monitor).
In the canon of contemporary feminist and lesbian poetry, FOR YOUR OWN GOOD breaks silence. A fictionalized
autobiography, the poems in this collection illustrate the narrator's survival of a domestic and sexual violence in a lesbian
relationship. There is magic in this work: the symbolism of the Tarot and the roots of Jewish heritage, but also the magic
that is at the heart of transformation and survival.These poems are acutely painful, rooted in singular and firsthand
experiences. But Horlick also draws from a legacy of feminist, Jewish and lesbian writers against violence: epigraphs
from the works of Adrienne Rich and Minnie Bruce Pratt act as touchstones alongside references to contemporary
writers, such as Daphne Gottlieb and Michelle Tea.In this reflection on grief, silence and community, we follow the
narrator's own journey as she explores what it is to survive, to change, to desire and to hope. At once unflinching and
fragile FOR YOUR OWN GOOD is a collection withtransformation at its heart.
La llama doble es un ensayo unitario que por su importancia en el con¬junto de la obra de Octavio Paz resulta
comparable a títulos tan de¬cisivos como El arco y la lira o El laberinto de la soledad. Aun cuando la redacción material
del libro se produjo entre marzo y abril de 1993, el propósito de escribirlo data por lo menos de 1965, y en aquella época
el autor redactó los primeros apuntes de lo que deseaba que «partiendo de la conexión íntima entre los tres dominios —el
sexo, el erotismo y el amor—, fuese una exploración del sentimiento amoro¬so». Resumiendo toda su trayectoria de vida,
pensamiento y escritura, con una tensión expresiva inabatible y una lúcida y conmovida cerca¬nía al núcleo más íntimo
y esencial de la existencia humana, Octavio Paz examina, compendia, hace revivir y otorga pleno sentido, desde sus
orígenes en la memoria histórica y mítica hasta la experiencia cotidiana más inmediata, a uno de los elementos
fundamentales de la vida de hombres y mujeres: «El fuego original y primordial, la sexua¬lidad, levanta la llama roja del
erotismo y ésta, a su vez, sostiene y alza otra llama, azul y trémula: la del amor. Erotismo y amor: la llama doble de la
vida.»
This landmarked bilingual edition gathers all the poetry the 1990 Nobel Laureate has published in book form since 1957,
the year his long poem "Sunstone"--her translated anew--made its first appearance. Included are the complete texts of
"Days and Occasions", "Solo for Two Voices", "A Drift of Shadows", "East Slope", "Toward the Beginning", and more;
plus Paz's most recent collection, A Tree Within.
A wry, fictional account of the life of Christ by the 1998 Nobel laureate in literature “Illuminated by ferocious wit, gentle
passion, and poetry.” — Los Angeles Times Book Review For José Saramago, the life of Jesus Christ and the story of his
Passion were things of this earth: a child crying, a gust of wind, the caress of a woman half asleep, the bleat of a goat or
the bark of a dog, a prayer uttered in the grayish morning light. The Holy Family reflects the real complexities of any
family, but this is realism filled with vision, dream, and omen. Saramago’s deft psychological portrait of a savior who is at
once the Son of God and a young man of this earth is an expert interweaving of poetry and irony, spirituality and
irreverence. The result is nothing less than a brilliant skeptic’s wry inquest into the meaning of God and of human
existence.
Luxurious book published by Cultural Promotion Banamex, the book of more than 320 pages contains numerable
illustrations on the artist, who this year has been remembered everywhere in the world with regard to the centenary of her
birth. Texts by Rosa Casanova, Dina Comisarenco Mirkin, Teresa del Conde, Maria Teresa Frank, Estela Maria
González Cicero and Maria Teresa Pomar. The volume with gilded pages is bound in cloth and is presented in a box with
a reproduction of the famous embroidered dress in the painting: "The Two Fridas". "Frida de Frida" opens with an
illustration of the Self-portrait, painted in 1948 and includes introductory texts of Manuel Medina Mora, Roberto
Hernandez Ramirez and Alfredo Harp Helú, heads of the sponsoring company of the volume. The initial text is "Frida
Kahlo and the phenomenon fridomaniaco", of Teresa del Conde, it offers an up-to-date profile of the painter. Letters and
personal photographs and drawings unfold throughout her text. Rosa Casanova focuses to the influence that the
photography had in the artist through text "Impressions of icono" and the influence that Guillermo Kahlo, Frida's father
(considered one of the most outstanding photographers of first half of Mexican century XX), had on her work. Maria
Teresa Frank in "Frida Kahlo: self-portrait in her Ink", reflects on different episodes from the painter and Dina
Comisarenco in "Luna. Sol. Yo?" analyzes Frida as an artist of her time, the Frida de Diego and her role in the as related
to Mexican nationality. Maria Teresa Pomar analyzes in "Frida y su amor a México" the nationalism of the painter,
whereas Maria González Cicero focuses on "The Frida Kahlo-Diego Rivera files" and the multiple surprises that are
developing in art history on the famous pair of Mexican artists.
Published in 1924 and widely acknowledged as a major work of twentieth-century Latin American literature, José
Eustasio Rivera's The Vortex follows the harrowing adventures of the young poet Arturo Cova and his lover Alicia as they
flee Bogotá and head into the wild and woolly backcountry of Colombia. After being separated from Alicia, Arturo leaves
the high plains for the jungle, where he witnesses firsthand the horrid conditions of those forced or tricked into tapping
rubber trees. A story populated by con men, rubber barons, and the unrelenting landscape, The Vortex is both a
denunciation of the sensational human-rights abuses that took place during the Amazonian rubber boom and one of the
most famous renderings of the natural environment in Latin American literary history.
The late Nobel Prize-winning poet and essayist shares the evolution of his intellectual and political ideas in this special look inside the mind of
a literary genius. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
Now in trade paperback, a mystical fiction debut from Britain’s bestselling “Favorite White Witch” that takes readers on a romantic journey
from Elizabethan England to modern-day London where a centuries-old secret awaits. Before his death in 1609, Queen Elizabeth’s spiritual
consultant, astrologer, and scientific advisor John Dee hid many of his most astonishing written works, believing that the world was not yet
prepared to face the shocking truths that they revealed. For seventeen generations, his female descendants have carefully guarded the
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secret of his hiding place, waiting for the right moment to bring Dee’s ideas to light. That time is now. In The Rose Labyrinth, popular British
author Titania Hardie masterfully blends historical fact and fiction as she introduces readers to Lucy King, a beautiful, young documentary
producer based in London. With the help of a brilliant group of friends, Lucy races through London, France, and New York to decipher the
clues that will eventually lead her to the hidden treasure of the Rose Labyrinth. Along the way she finds true love with Alex Stafford, the
doctor who saw her through a life-threatening heart condition and transplant. A sweeping adventure for readers who loved The Da Vinci Code
and The Expected One, The Rose Labyrinth is a decadent, romantic novel with a historical twist. It features a wonderful mix of literary
references, from Shakespeare, to the Romantic poets, to Gabriel Garcia Marquez; the folklore and history of Islam, Christianity, Judaism, and
Paganism; and of course, astrology and numerology, of which Titania Hardie is an expert. As the Rose Labyrinth tells us, the world we think
we know is not all that it appears to be.
In Redeemers, acclaimed historian Enrique Krauze presents the major ideas that have formed the modern Latin American political mind
during the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries—and looks closely at how these ideas were expressed in the lives of influential
revolutionaries, thinkers, poets, and novelists. Here are the Cuban José Martí; the Argentines Che Guevara and Evita Perón; political thinkers
like Mexico’s José Vasconcelos; and the writers José Enrique Rodó, Mario Vargas Llosa, Octavio Paz, and Gabriel García Márquez.
Redeemers also highlights Mexico’s Samuel Ruiz and Subcomandante Marcos, as well as Venezuela’s president Hugo Chávez, and their
influence on contemporary Latin America. In his brilliant, deeply researched history, Enrique Krauze uses the range of these extraordinary
lives to illuminate the struggle that has defined Latin American history: an ever-precarious balance between the ideal of democracy and the
temptation of political messianism.
Paz looks at the people and landscapes of India, based on his years with the Mexican embassy, offering a collection of essays on Indian
history, culture, art, politics, language, and philosophy
With a stunning new look in 2015, and with more new Rules than ever, get ready to experience the Rules effect. Begin to get more out of life,
shrug off adversity more easily and generally be a happier, calmer, more fulfilled person. You’ll feel the benefits, and so will everyone around
you. It’s your life. How good could it be?
El tema de este libro es una reflexión sobre lo que ha ocurrido en México desde que escribí El laberinto de la soledad y de ahí que haya
llamado a este ensayo: Posdata. (Octavio Paz)
A life of the seventeenth-century poet, intellectual, and feminist who became a nun and eventually gave up secular learning, places her in her
times and in Spanish intellectual tradition, and examines the contradictions in her personality.
A bilingual edition of the short prose poetry written by Mexico's most distinguished living poet in 1949-50
Examines the historical development of the character and culture of modern Mexico, paying special attention to recent political unrest
On the Edge is a monumental fresco of a brutal contemporary Spain in free fall On the Edge opens with the discovery of a rotting corpse in
the marshes on the outskirts of Olba, Spain—a town wracked by despair after the burst of the economic bubble, and a microcosm of a world of
defeat, debt, and corruption. Stuck in this town is Esteban—his small factory bankrupt, his investments stolen by a “friend,” and his unloved
father, a mute invalid, entirely his personal burden. Much of the novel unfolds in Esteban’s raw and tormented monologues. But other voices
resound from the wreckage—soloists stepping forth from the choir—and their words, sharp as knives, crowd their terse, hypnotic monologues
of ruin, prostitution, and loss. Chirbes alternates this choir of voices with a majestic third-person narration, injecting a profound and moving
lyricism and offering the hope that a new vitality can emerge from the putrid swamps. On the Edge, even as it excoriates, pulsates with robust
life, and its rhythmic, torrential style marks the novel as an indelible masterpiece.
A simple argument guides this book: motherhood is the place in our culture where we lodge, or rather bury, the reality of our own conflicts. By
making mothers the objects of both licensed idealization and cruelty, we blind ourselves to the world’s iniquities and shut down the portals of
the heart. Mothers are the ultimate scapegoat for our personal and political failings, for everything that is wrong with the world, which
becomes their task (unrealizable, of course) to repair. Moving commandingly between pop cultural references such as Roald Dahl’s Matilda
to insights on motherhood in the ancient world and the contemporary stigmatization of single mothers, Jacqueline Rose delivers a
groundbreaking report into something so prevalent we hardly notice. Mothers is an incisive, rousing call to action from one of our most
important contemporary thinkers.
An Introduction to Octavio Paz is a valuable and concise primer to the ideas of the world renowned Mexican writer and Nobel Prize winner.
Written and edited by Alberto Ruy Sánchez, a well-respected writer whom Paz considered one of Mexico's best essayists, this book offers a
comprehensive overview of the vast literary, intellectual, and poetic legacy of Mexico's greatest writer. Paz thought of poetry as revelatory
creation and activity, and Ruy Sánchez takes this idea as a guide for his book, as he unravels Paz's complex life and huge bibliography. For
every reader who wants to look deep into the literary labyrinth of Mexico's emblematic writer, this proves an indispensable handbook.
A timeless argument for the place of mystical religion in today’s world, from "the perfect guide for a course correction in life" (Deepak
Chopra). Drawing on his experiences as a former priest, Watts skillfully explains how the intuition of Eastern religion—Zen Buddhism, in
particular—can be incorporated into the doctrines of Western Christianity, allowing people of all creeds to enjoy a deeper, more meaningful
relationship with the spiritual in our present troubled times.
Engaging history of the rich cultural, social and political life of Spain from prehistoric times to the present.

Octavio Paz conveying “his awareness of Duchamp as a great cautionary figure in our culture, warning us with jest and quiet
scandals of the menacing encroachment of criticism, science and even art.” —New York Times Book Review
Nobel laureate Octavio Paz's premier long poem Sunstone/Piedra de Sol is here presented as a separate volume, with beautiful
illustrations from an eighteenth-century treatise on the Mexican calendar.
After the Aztec empire falls to the Spaniards, a young Aztec named Tenamaxtli begins recruiting from among his fellow survivors
of the Conquest to once again challenge the Spaniards and restore the Aztec empire.
«En 1957», escribe Octavio Paz, «hice algunas traducciones de breves textos de clásicos chinos. El formidable obstáculo de la
lengua no me detuvo y, sin respeto por la filología, traduje del inglés y del francés. Me pareció que esos textos debían traducirse
al español no sólo por su belleza –construcciones a un tiempo geométricas y aéreas, fantasías templadas siempre por una
sonrisa irónica– sino también porque cada uno de ellos destila, por decirlo así, sabiduría. Me movió un impulso muy natural:
compartir el placer que había experimentado al leerlos... Creo que Chuang-Tzu», como los otros poetas que recoge esta breve
antología, «no sólo es un filósofo notable sino un gran poeta. Es el maestro de la paradoja y del humor, puentes colgantes entre el
concepto y la iluminación sin palabras».
El laberinto de la soledad contiene nueve ensayos que constituyen una profunda reflexión de su autor sobre la naturaleza y
constitución del mexicano actual, concebido por Paz como el producto de un largo proceso de mestizaje, que le otorgan
condiciones psicológicas, morales, culturales e históricas particulares. Así, analizando el sujeto en micro, Paz trata de abordar el
macro del pueblo mexicano, como sujeto histórico colectivo, con el único objetivo de poder concebir una identidad nacional.
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